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14.
ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS.

[From the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, vol. i. (1846), pp, 104—122.]
In continuing my researches on the present subject, I have been led to a newmanner of considering the question, which, at the same time that it is much moregeneral, has the advantage of applying directly to the only case which one can possibly hope to develope with any degree of completeness, that of functions of twovariables. In fact the question may be proposed, “ To find all the derivatives of anynumber of functions, which have the property of preserving their form unaltered after any linear transformations of the variables.” By Derivative I understand a function deduced in any manner whatever from the given functions, and I give the name of Hyperdeterminant Derivative, or simply of Hyperdeterminant, to those derivatives which have the property just enunciated. These derivatives may easily be expressed explicitly, by means of the known method of the separation of symbols. We thus obtain the most general expression of a hyperdeterminant. But there remains a question to be resolved, which appears to present very great difficulties, that of determining the 

independent derivatives, and the relation between these and the remaining ones. I have only succeeded in treating a very particular case of this question, which shows however in what way the general problem is to be attacked.Imagine p series each of m variables 
where p is at least as great as m.

I Similarly p'' series each of τn' variables
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96 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14p' at least as great as m', and so on. Let the analogous variables x, y... be connected λvith these by the equations

where x, y,... stand for ajι, t/i,... or X2, y^,... iCp, yp,^∙∙'∙>^, y'>∙∙∙ stand for x^, y^,... 
Qτ X2, y2, ∙.. or λ;'ρ, y''p', &c.... The coefficients λ, μ>,..., ∖', μ,... &c.; λ', μ,..., λ'', μ!^,... remain the same in all these systems. Suppose next,
(where δa,, Zy... are the symbols of differentiation relative to x, y, Then evidentlyi.e.

with similar equations for η,... Suppose

that is to say ∣∣∩)∣ is the series of determinants formed by choosing any m vertical columns to compose a determinant, and similarly j∣il'∣∣, &c. Suppose, besides,

Then, by the known properties of determinants.
i.e. the terms on the one side are respectively equal to the terms on the other. Hence H
i.e. □ a rational and integral function, homogeneous of the order f in the quantities of the series ∣∣∩H, homogeneous of the order ∕' in the quantities of the series ∣∣∩'ll> &c., we have immediately
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14] ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 97or if U be any function whatever of the variables x, y... which is transformed by the linear substitutions above into U, then
or the function □i∕is by the above definition a hyperdeterminant derivative. The symbol □ may be called “ symbol of hyperdeterminant derivation,” or simply “ hyperdeterminant symbol.”Let Λ, B,... represent the different quantities of the series ∣∣∩∣∣,—2l', B∖... those of the series ∣l∩'∣l, &c. ..., then □ may be reduced to a single term, and we may write
Also U may be supposed of the form
where Θ, Φ are functions of the variables of one of the sets x, y,..., of one of the sets ic', y',..., &'G., thus Θ is of the form
and so on. The functions Θ, Φ... may be the same or different. It may be supposed after the differentiations that several of the sets x, y,... or of the sets oc', y'', ... become identical: in such cases it will always be assumed that the functions Θ,... into which these sets of variables enter, are similar; so that they become absolutely identical, when the variables they contain are made so. Thus the general expression of a hyperdeterminant is
in which, after the differentiations, any number of the sets of variables are made equal. For instance,, if all the sets x, y ... and all the sets x, y ... are made equal, the hyperdeterminant refers to a single function F{x, y y ∙∙'}∙ In any other case it refers not to a single function but to several.What precedes, is the general theory: it might perhaps have been made clearer by confining it to a particular case: and by doing this from the beginning it will be seen that it presents no real difficulties. Passing at present to some developments, to do this, I neglect entirely the sets zr', y'' ... and I assume that the number m of variables in each of the sets x, y... reduces itself to two; so that I consider functions of two variables x, y only.’ The functions Θ, Φ, &c. reduce themselves to functions Fl, V^2... Vp of the variables iPj, y^, or x^, y∙i... or ¾,, yp. Writing also
the symbols Λ, B... reduce themselves to 12, 13.... Hence for functions of two variables, there results the following still tolerably general form

C. 13
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98 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14The functions Fj, Fj... may be the same or different: but they will be supposed the same whenever the corresponding variables are made equal. This equality will be denoted by writing, for instance, 
to represent the value assumed by 
when after the differentiations

It is easy to determine the general term of □(7. To do this, writing for shortness 

the general term is 
where r, s, t,...s', t',...t",... extend from 0 to α, β, y...β', <y',...y"... respectively. It would be easy to change this general term in a way similar to that which will be employed presently for the particular case of □ F1F2F8.If several of the functions become identical, and for these some of the letters 
f are equivalent, it is clear that the derivative □iT^ refers to a certain number of functions Fj, V^... the same or different, of the variables x, y; x', y''■,·■■ and besides that this derivative is homogeneous, of the degrees θχ, θi,... with respect to the differential coefficients of the orders ∕i, y*∕, ... &c. of Fj, (consequently homogeneous of the order θι + θi + ... with respect to these differential coefficients collectively), homogeneous and of the degrees θ^, θβ... with respect to the differential coefficients of the orders ∙∙∙ of Fj, (consequently of the order θ^ + θ^... with respect to thesecollectively), and so on. The degree with respect to all the functions is of course ^ι + ^∕∙∙∙ + +^2^+ ∙∙∙,=i> suppose. In general, only a single function will be considered, 
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14] ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 99and it will be assumed that □ U only contains the differential coefficients of the order. In this case, the derivative is said to be of the degree p and of the order f. The most convenient classification is by degrees, rather than by orders.Commencing with the simplest case, that of functions of the second order (and writing F, W instead of Fι, Fj), we have
(where ξι, apply to F and ξ2> V2 to IF). This will be constantly represented in the sequel by the notation
Hence, writing 
we have and in particular, according as a is odd or even, 

continued to the term which contains F>i“F'i“, the coefficient of this last term being divided by two.Thus, for the functions ⅜ (cw^ + 'ibxy ÷ cy^∖ ⅛ (cmj* ÷ 46ic≡y + + 4idxy^ + &c.,if a be made equal to 2, 4, &c. respectively, we have the constant derivatives 

which have all of them the property of remaining unaltered, d itn facteur prh, when the variables are transformed by means of x = λd + py, y = ∖'x + μ!y. Thus, for instance, if these equations give 
then and so on. This is the general property, which we call to mind for the case of these constant derivatives. 13—2
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100 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14The above functions may be transformed by means of the identical equation 
to make use of which, it is only necessary to remark the general formula
Thus, if k = l, we obtain for the above series, the new forms 

the law of which is evident. This shows also that these functions may be linearly expressed by means of the series of determinants
We may also immediately deduce from them the derivatives B which relate to two functions. For example, for functions of the sixth order this is 
which has an obvious connection with 
and the same is the case for functions of any order.The following theorem is easily verified; but I am unacquainted with the general theory to which it belongs.“If U, V are any functions of the second order, and W = ∖U+μV∙, then 
(where B^' relates to λ, μ) is the same that would be obtained by the elimination of 
X, y between U= 0, V = Q." (See Note∖)In fact this becomes 
which is one of the forms under which the result of the elimination of the variable^ from two quadratic equations may be written. This is a result for which I am indebted to Mr Boole.

* Not given with the present paper.
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14j ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 101Passing to the third degree, we may consider in particular the derivatives 
writing for shortness 
we have the general term 
where r, s, t extend from 0 to α. By changing the suffixes r, s the following more convenient formula 
where t extends from 0 to 2α: ρ, σ, and 3a — p — σ must be positive and not greater than 2α.In particular, according as a is odd or even.
omitting therein those values of p, σ for which p> σ or σ > 3a — p — σ, and dividing by two the terms in which p = σ or σ = 3a — p — σ, and by six the term for which

In particular, for functions of the fourth or eighth orders we have the constant derivatives 
the first of which is a simple determinant. Thus we have been led to the functions 
ae - 4<hd + 3c^ and ace — ad^ — eb^ — c^+ ^bcd, which occur in my “ Note sur quelques formules &c.” {Crelle, vol. xxιx. [1845] [15]), and in the forms which M. Eisenstein has given for the solutions of equations of the first four degrees.Let U be a function of the order 4α: the derivative G may be expressed by means of the derivatives B.For, consider the function 
paying attention to the signification of B, this may be written 
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102 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14where the symbols ξe, ηβ refer to the two systems y∙ι : ¾, y^. Thus it is easily seen that we may write 
whence the function becomes 
of which all the terms vanish except
Hence nutting 
we have
or in particular
Thus for example, neglecting a numerical factor, 
and then
We have likewise the singular equation 
where
If however U = V = W, we must write 
the reason of which is easily seen. This subject will be resumed in the sequel.
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14] ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 103The functions G may be transformed in the same way as the functions B have been. In fact
if in particular k = 1, then

but in general

whence
where t extends from 0 to a. — 1 ; p, σ — 1, and 3a — ρ-σ — 2, maγ have
each of them any positive values not greater than 2a - 2.In particular

where p, σ need only have such values that
In particular the derivative aei—+ may be transformed into

■ in which form it is obviously a linear function of the determinants
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104 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14

which is true generally.Omitting for the present the theory of derivatives of the form
we pass on to the derivatives of the fourth degree, considering those forms in which all the differential coefficients are of the same order. We may write
or if for shortness
we haveSuppose U = V = W = X, and consider the derivatives which correspond to the same value y of α + β + γ. The question is to determine how many of these are independent, and to express the remaining ones in terms of these. Since the functions become equal after the differentiations, we are at liberty before the differentiations to interchange the symbolic numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 in any manner whatever. We have thus
but the identical equation
multiplied by and applied to the product UVWX, gives
whence if α÷δ + c=∕-1, we have a set of equations between the derivatives Dβ,p,τ for which a -p β ÷ γ =f. Reducing these by the conditions first found, suppose is the number of divisions of an integer f into three parts, zero admissible, but permutations of the same three parts rejected. The number of derivatives is Θ∕, and the number of relations between them is Θ (/— 1). Hence Θ∕- Θ (/— 1) of these derivatives are independent: only when f is even, one of these is 7)y,θ i.e. 12'^ . UVWX,i.e. ϊϊ^υν.WVWX, or Bf {U, V}Bf{X, TΓ), i.e. [R∕(δζ rejecting this, thenumber of independent derivatives, when f is even, is t*)y'-Θ (/—1) — 1. Letbe the greatest integer contained in the fraction the number required may he shown to be
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14] ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 105according as f is even or odd. Giving to f the six forms 
the corresponding numbers of the independent derivatives are 
thus there is a single derivative for the orders 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,... two for the orders 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, ... &c.When f is even, the terms D∕-3,3,o, D∕-6,6.o∙∙∙, and when f is odd, the terms f)∕-ι,1,0,. 7)/-4,4,0, T)∕-7,7,o, &c. may be taken for independent derivatives: by stopping immediately before that in which the second suffix exceeds the first, the right number of terms is always obtained. Thus, when /=9 the independent derivatives are Dgio, D540, and we have the system of equations 

which are to be reduced by
It is easy to form the table

14C.
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106 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14

Whatever be the value, all the tables except the three first commence thus, according as f is even or odd.

but beyond this I am not acquainted with the law.To give some formulae for the transformation of these derivatives; we have, f<ff example.
Butand 
(where stand for
which reduces itself to 
according as f is even or odd.
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14] ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 107For example, for the orders 3, 5, 7, 9, we have

The derivatives D will be presently calculated in a completely expanded form up to the ninth order. We have, therefore, still to find the derivatives of the sixth and eighth orders, and a second derivative of the ninth order. For the sixth order, the simplest method is to make use of which is easily seen to be equal to

For the two others we have the general formulae
2 2 2where CZ∙θ, Z7∙∖ U'^ have been written for iλ∙θ, U''^∙, a formula which is demonstrated in precisely the same way as that for

0(in which F’®, &c. stand for U' ®, &c.). In particular

I Hence we have all the elements necessary for the calculation of the following table Af the independent constant derivatives of the fourth degree, up to the ninth order. [I Λave arranged the terms alphabetically and in tabular form as in my Memoirs on Λuantics, and have corrected some inaccuracies];
I 14—2
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108 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14
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14] ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 109We may now proceed to demonstrate an important property of the derivatives of the fourth degree, analogous to the one which exists for the third degree. Let 
U^, V, W, X be functions of any order f: then, investigating the value of the expression 
this reduces itself in the first place to 
where ξβ, ηβ refer to U and V, and ξφ, ηψ to W and X: this comes to writing 
^6= ξι + ^2. ’Ze = i∕ι+^72, and ∣φ = ⅞3+^4, Vφ = Va + Vi', whence 
or the function in question is

But all the terms of this where the sum of the indices of ηι or V2 θr ^3, 7/3 or ξi, ηi, exceed f, vanish : whence it is only necessary to consider those of the form 
where Kr denotes the numerical coefficient 
orIn particular, if U = V = W = X, writing also for {U, U},

If α is odd, this becomes 
an equation which must be satisfied identically by the relations that exist between the quantities D: if, on the contrary, α is even, we see that there are as many independent functions of the form 
as there are of the form D∖ and that these two systems may be linearly expressed, either by means of the other. Thus, for the orders 3, 5, 7, the derivatives D are respectively equal, neglecting a numerical factor, to 
for the sixth order they may be linearly expressed by means of 
and so on. All that remains to complete the theory of the fourth degree is to find the general solution of this system of equations, as also of the system connecting the derivatives D.
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110 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14Passing on to a more general property; let C7j, iZ2. ∙∙∙ Up be functions of the orders 
f∖^f'2∙∙∙fp', and suppose 
a function of the degree in the variables: suppose that Θ(tZ2... contains the differential coefficients of the order for U^, for ¢/3, &c., so that f-i = {f2-'r'^∙V∙∙∙(J^p-f^∙ Consider the expression 
which reduces itself in the first place to 
then towhere for shortness
For if one of the indices were smaller another would be greater, for instance that of 12: and the symbols ξ^, η<i in 12*^*~^* would rise to an order higher than or the term would vanish. Hence, writing 
andwe have i.e. the first side is a constant derivative of U^, U^-^- Up.Suppose 
then
i.e.
or finally.an equation which holds good (changing, however, the numerical factor,) when several of the functions Ui... Up become identical. Hence the theorem: if U be a function given by
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14] ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. Illand Θ be any constant derivative whatever of U, then 
is a derivative of U, and its value, neglecting a numerical factor, may be found by omitting in the symbol □, which corresponds to the derivative Θ, the factors which contain any one, no matter which, of the symbolic numbers.If, for example.
orthen reduces itself, omitting a numerical factor, to

This may be compared with some formulse of M. Eisenstein’s {Grelle, vol. xxvιι. [1844, pp. 105, 106]; adopting his notation, we have 

where D is the same as Θ. Hence to the system of formulse which he has given, we may add the two following: 

the first of which explains most simply the origin of the function Φ,.It will be suflficient to indicate the reductions which may be applied to derivatives of the form 
where U, V, W are homogeneous functions; In fact, if 
the above becomes, neglecting a numerical factor. 
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112 ON LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. [14where the symbols ξ, η are supposed not to affect the x, y which enter into the expressions Ξ. But we have identically≡ι 23 + ≡2 θl H^ 12 = 0,an equation which gives rise to reductions similar to those which have been found for the derivatives Dα, β. γ, but which require to be performed with care, in order to avoid inacccuracies with respect to the numerical factors. It may, however, be at once inferred, that the number of independent derivatives ί/α,β, γ is the same with that of the independent derivatives Dα, β, γ for the same value of a ÷ β ÷ γ.From similar reasonings to those by which B [U, B {U, U)} has been found, the following general theorem may be inferred.“ The derivative of any number of the derivatives of one or more functions, or even of any number of functions of these derivatives, is itself a derivative of the original functions.”For the complete reduction of these double derivatives, it would be sufficient, theoretically, to be able to reduce to the smallest number possible, the derivatives of any given degree whatever. This has been done for the derivatives of the third degree γ, and for those of the fourth degree, in which all the differentiations rise to the same order {Da, β, γ): it seems, however, very difficult to extend these methods even to the next simplest cases,—extensive researches in the theory of the division of numbers would probably be necessary. Important results might be obtained by connecting the theory of hyperdeterminants with that of elimination, but I have not yet arrived at anything satisfactory upon this subject. I shall conclude with the remark,that it is very easy to find a series, or rather a series of series of hyperdeterminantsof all degrees, viz. the determinants
a, b , a, b, c , a, b, c, d &c.
b, c b, c, d b, c, d, ec, d, e c, d, e, f

d, e, f, g

a, 2b, c , . a, 4b, 6c, 4d, e &c. . a, 3b, 3c, d &,c·

b, 2c, d . b, 4c, 6iZ, 4e, f . b, 3c, 3d, e

a, 2b, c, . ∙ c, 4d, 6e, 4f, g . a, 3b, 3c, d, .

b, 2c, d, . a, 4δ, 6c, 4d, β, . . b, 3c, 3d, e,

b, 4c, Qd, 4e, /, . a, 3b, 3c, d,
c, 4d, 6e, 4f, g, . b, 3c, 3d, e,[I have inserted in these determinants the numerical coefficients which were bymistake omitted.]However, these functions are not all independent; e.g. the last may be linearly expressed by the square of the second and the cube of {ae — 4bd + 3c≡) ; nor do I know the symbolical form of these hyperdeterminant determinants.
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